Pennsylvania Assembly
Held at Philadelphia on 10 May 1699

Philadelphia
Morris, Anthony

Philadelphia
Fox, James

Philadelphia
Norris, Isaac

Philadelphia
Bevan, John

Bucks
Surkett, John

Bucks
Swift, John

Bucks
Hough, Richard

Bucks
Yardly, Enoch

Chester
Blunston, John *(Speaker)*

Chester
Piles, Robert

Chester
Worrilow, John

Chester
Carter, Robert

Philadelphia
Forster, John

Kent
Sharp, Thomas

Kent
Moleston, Henry

Kent
Brown, James

Newcastle
Peterson, Adam *

Newcastle
Healy, John *

Newcastle
Howston, William *

Newcastle
Guest, William *

Sussex
Piles, William

Sussex
Fisher, William

Sussex
Field, Nehemiah

Sussex
Dyer, William

* No election was held in Newcastle County on the designated day. A writ issued by the governor ordering an election was obeyed and the individuals listed attended the second session of the Assembly on 25 November 1699. *(Archives: 1-221.)*


Pennsylvania Assembly
Held at Philadelphia on 10 May 1700

Philadelphia
Bevan, John

Philadelphia
Morris, Anthony

Philadelphia
Walne, Nicholas

Philadelphia
Norris, Isaac

Philadelphia
Richardson, Samuel

Philadelphia
Parsons, John

Bucks
Swift, John

Bucks
Pemberton, Phineas

Bucks
Hoopes, Joshua

Bucks
Paxton, William

Bucks
Langhorne, Jeremiah

Bucks
Dark, Samuel

Chester
Blunston, John *(Speaker)*

Chester
Pile, Robert

Chester
Ormes, Richard

Chester
Hood, John

Chester
Levis, Samuel

Chester
Lewis, Henry

Kent
Myrton, William

Kent
Brinkloe, John

Kent
Wilson, Richard

Kent
Jones, Griffith

Kent
Meston, Arthur

Kent
Rodney, William

Newcastle
Peterson, Adam

Newcastle
England, Joseph

Newcastle
Cantwell, Richard

Newcastle
Howston, William

Newcastle
Hollingsworth, Valentine

Sussex
Booth, John

Sussex
Pemberton, Thomas

Sussex

Sussex
Fisher, Thomas

Sussex
Vankirk, Arthur

Sussex
Burton, Robert
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